









In the paper, a couple, returning,
drunk, from Margate,
fucked in the train.
                             No‐one objected 
until they began to smoke afterward. 
‘West’, in which the poet is seen spending some time in a Denver hotel featuring a bar 
called the  ‘Stuff’d Shirt Bar’, contains the following deadpan lines:   
The prevalence here of cowboy hats.
And the stretching of vowels: ‘The house shar‐blee.’ 
Someone asks for a doggy bag for drinks.
I think I like the west a lot.
One for the room.
The barman answers the phone: ‘Stuffed Shirt?’  
Given the terseness of these examples, it is not surprising that Duggan is also a master of 
the epigram. His free translations of Martial are brilliant and acerbic:  
Those about to die young,
       the insane, the criminal,
they encourage them all































In his essay  ‘What Whole Voice?’ (published in Southerly  57.1 [1997]: 22 ­27) Duggan 













the city mythologies. 
In ‘Little History ’ (also originally from Mangroves ) the poet asks:   
Is sense made simply
through binding together
disjunctives — as though 
fragments of pictures
will always make a picture
whatever the source,









Then I’m sitting in a fruit box in the yard 
with a dog called Sandy whose bones
I used to share. The place was a guest house
owned by my grandmother. I talked before
I could walk. Crawled up the stairs.







Forbes) is profoundly suspicious of post­Romantic claims concerning  ‘presence ’, ‘voice ’ 
and ‘transcendence ’. It is a nice irony, then, that Duggan’s attraction to quotation and 































                    sold a lot of ‘Brummagem’ 
                    a.k.a. ‘Carlton’ articles 
up and down the Snowy;
the first pioneer of this form of civilization,
                      although I am informed
there is a sewing machine agent











ALL HEAT RECORDS BROKEN / Max. Temperature,
113 / Only Slight Relief Forecast
Wild Birds Overcome Fear of Man
Three Tons of Dead Fish


















It occurs to me, reading James Clifford, that quite a bit of my poetry, like the ‘New 
England Ode’, is a kind of ethnography: one of a sort which flaunts its subjectivity 
rather than camouflages it (the ‘on location’ portions of The Ash Range also follow 
this model). I guess the context of a lot of my work (as it positions itself) is one of 
‘notes written to kill time’, making a virtue out of purposelessness (just as the 





























slowly down a page ’, the image in  ‘The Minutes’ of a ‘Ripple in the silence ’, and most of 
all the image at the end of  ‘All Blues’: ‘the pilot light burns in your kitchen / all night 
long’.  
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